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seem to want to glamorize local news reporting?

Mickelson: Well, you can blame the news consultants
the messengers. Y kn . ,.;jHf tie> (I('r/ou ow, H s ~..J> ga:rou{"to kill

but in a sense they're

the messenger who deliv-
ers the bad news. Who hired the news consultant? S hure, t e news consultant
got an idea and he went to management

dollars riding on your news operation.
and said, "Look, you've got a lot of

on
I'll come in and I'll get you same~

more dollars out of it dan some more .rating points." So the news consultant

is hired. I really don't see anything wrong with a news consultant. As a

matter of fact, I thi~k I was one dhe first

back ioft the time

tQ hire a specific,news con-
.--

sultant for that purpose ~ that I knew it would be

Edwards -- that Doug Edwards had to be moved out of the position now occupied

by Walter Cronkite -- had to gather evidence to do it to prove my point which

is the wrong way. to use evidence~ I guess. I got a motivational research com-

pany run by Phil Eisenberg ~) to come in and find out about Edwards and

Huntley-Brinkley and pUblic re:action to it and the like. Well that's a Cofi-

sultancy and I think you ought to use consultancies, but you ought to use it

to back up your judgments or to give you new suggestions which you then anal-

yze and determine whether you accept or reject. But if somebody comes in and
$£/:<>P·)<,./

says, "Don't let a single story run over sixty rlw~es," or "Be sure you don't

hire an anchor man over thirty two years old," or "You must have an anchor

team of man and woman and the female end of it can't be more than twenty five,"

and, you know, that sort of thing, that carries the role of the consultant far

too far. But it isn't the consultant's fault, it's management's fault for per-

mitting it. If consultants come in'and work with news directors and make sug-

gestions to news directors, and news directors [are] in the position to accept •
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or reject, then I think the consultant is all to the good. But if the con-

(dog barks) comes in solely for the point of getting ratings

all costs, at any cost, and not for the purpose of finding a better way to

I . maintain substance, then I think the whole business is perverted. And I

I

I

sultant

think that's a dangerous prospect in the long haul.

Heighton: In the last couple of years the ranks of journalism have suf-

fered some major defeats in the United States courts. I'm thinking partic-

ularly of the Farber case where it now seems clear that reporters will

have to fight very hard to keep the confidentiality of their notes and

sources. Do you want to talk about this trend, intrusions into newsrooms

by.. • ?

Mickelson: I'm very, very fearful that the courts are getting too far into

the business of day-to-day reporting, and I think also that judges just

like all other hUJDaIlbeings are human, unfortunately, and let their own
. "" ....

prejudices intrude. I think the judge in the Farber case let his own prej-

udices intrude into the matter and I think he read many aspects into that

case that simply were not there. It's dangerous, it's damaging. I think
the Stanford University case which in effect gives the right for search and

Seizure at a newspaper office or a broadcasting office is dangerous. I
think some of the decisions of the Burger Court, some of them written by
Warren Burger himself in which he denies that the First Amendment rights of

the media are any greater than the First Amendment rights of a single indiv-

idual are dangerous. I think they're dangeroUS because the media mus t serve

as the eyes and ears of the public since the media can't do - since the

public, the individual can't do everything for himself, he's got to have
•
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somebody who's watching out after his interests. On the other hand, I'm

troubled by too dogmatic an application of the so-called "privilege princi-

pLe ;" It t thseems 0 me at we must take into consideration the fact that

there is a Sixth Amendment as well as a First Amendment and it seems to me

we have to be respectful of the rights of the accused, and it seems to me

that there has to be some constraint exercised by journalism and some --

and the right of privilege can't be.an absolutely free and unconstrained
right in any way. But that's quite apart from the fact that judges cer-

tainly should not permit their biases against the media to intrude into de-

cisions they write.
Heighton: To conclude our interview, looking back over the last thirty

five years what do you feel have been the greatest contributions broadcast

journalism has made in this country?
.(rr.anscdbed 9/4/79 - 5:00-5:10 p.m.)

Mickelson: Well, I suppose the greatest contribution has been taking news

and information related to news out of the hands, not of the few because

ul' were always broad but into the hands - in the mindsnewspaper circ at~ons

I f th Broadcasting has made it possibleguess you should say - 0 e many.
It's beenthrough radio and television to reach genuinely mass audiences.

f the areas where international news or national newspossible to get out a

al for example, which had been dependent
was relatively limited -- rur areas,

h ~ which were given short
upon rural newspapers or into cities in t e COUl\ '.J

It's been ab Le to expand audiences for
shrift to anything but local news.

the newspapers simply are not very good
serious information in areas where
and are limited in their content to the more sensational items.

I think
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.,_........
this has been all to the good. I think the fact that broadcasting has

tain sense of participation because it's able to sit in on -II:"- eOhS !alrt~_

been able to personalize news and information has been useful. It's made

leaders come alive as real people. It's given the public I think a cer-

/

End of Reel 4, Side 2
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(Transcribed 9/7/79 - 5:45-6:45 p.m.)

Mickelson: •.•sit in on joint sessions of the Congress of the United

States to hear the State of the Union Message by the President. Itr:V:~enA

able to sit in on debates between presidential candidates and I suppose

you might even say participate on moon landings by being there when an as-

ReelS Side 1 (9)

tronaut sets foot on the surface of the moon. I think all of this bas
been very much to the good. I think another thing that broadcasting has

done __ in addition to reaching parts of the audiences which were not

reached in the past by newspapers, it also has served fairly well to cUl';-

fy complex issues. I think some of the devices used by the networks to ex-

plain the meaning of inflation, for example, have been useful. I think

the energy story has been well explained, particularly by the networks.

In general, I think, this country at least has profited enormously from
the fact that enormous resources have been put into news broadcasting both

by the networks and the local stations. On the other hand, it seems to me

that we are now in the position where most broadcasters do have a sense of

resp~nsiblity to the public. I think they feel deeply the fact that they
,

sit in positions of power and that that power can be used for the good if

they devote the right judgment to it. I think there's a danger that in an-

other generation we might have a different generation of owners and mana-
gers. We might have a generation, or at,least in some cases within a new
generation that has less of a sense of public responsibility than the pre-

, -
sent owners and managers have. I thing we might have executives who would

be more willing to bend the power of the medium to their own personal uses

or their own personal welfare. This you can argue would be restrained by



federal regulation but, you know, it really can't be by federal ~egulation.

There are too many things that could be done which would be disadvanta-
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".
ing in conflict with federal regulatory rules. As a matter of fact they'd

probably be better off without those regulatory rules, letting the market-

geous or actually dangerous to the public welfare without in any way com-

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

place decide. But as the competition again for ratings and for dollars

goes on and as managers, owners, executives find more and more that the

medium does have a great deal of power it would be pretty difficult to re-

strain an individual from making use of it. I think we came .dangerously
•

close to it on occasions, even in the use of Section 315. We had to make

the decision frequently who is a candidate and who isn't a candidate be-

cause there isn't any clearcut way of deciding. I had to withdraw an in-

vitation from Hubert Humphrey at one point to appear on "Face the Nation"E:S
~

I
~ I

I
I
I
I
I
I
1

...' .,

because it was decided in a gene~al management meeting that because his

name had been put in the race by Senator McCarthy -- Gene McCarthy -- and

Orville Freeman that he was ActUALLy" ~u~ a candidate and

we couldn't give him the time on "Face the Nation." Well you see this pow-

er which is written into the legislation of the country could very well be

used __ those decisions could be made
those interpretations made in such

Of the individual or the private in-
a way to serve the personal interests
terests of a.corporation and I think this is a da~ger for the future that

d I d 't know of any way of guarding against
we have to guard against, an on posi-

fd../1/!
pl g-.am

h into the business and rise to
it except to hope that people w 0 get

d iiI don't think the
tions of power witl be public-spirite c t zeos •

(1/ Ii' ___ f r ---pIe which crested quite a commotion
/network~ , 0 -- , •.,....

dur-

.'
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ing <:t1f. the last two or three years in ht is country is at all represent-

ative of what might happen, but if the ratings wars becomes too intense

I can see in those intensive rating wars there could be a reduction in

the high standards which now prevail. What's the next generation of news

broadcasters, for example, going to be? When Walter Cronkite drops out

of the position, when he retires which may happen very soon, is CBS then

going to decide that it's got to stay in the ratings race? Is it going

to have the kind of successor to Walter Cronkite who is there principally

because he's able to get ratings or principally because he's a man of sub-

stance and has used ~ judgment? This is a danger. As of now I think

CBS in all probability will put into that position when Cronkite leaves a

genuine self-respecting newsman, but if the competition gets too severe

-ac-sometime in the future what might happen? We've seen disintegration
Jocdin some communities because of the competition for ra"ting points and for
'\

profits that could even at sometime perhaps -- it's [not] likely but it

could extend to the networks. In other words, I think that broadcasters

have got to band ~ ho;:bl~ together to maintain some kind of high

standards. I don't think you can talk in terms of any rules and regula-

tions that must be imposed on them but there has to be this combined atti-

tude which feeds on itself of maintaining this sense of standards, sense

of public responsibility, sense of public obligation, so that the institu-

tion of broadcasting with all the power which it can wield doesn't get

away from its present high standards. I think that aRs,n rr~answers (~

the moat important thing. I've seen many cases where we've been close to

performing acts with broadcasting in a way which could be dangerous to theI
I
I

J

,.. a. •
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general public, but I think generally we were able to restore a sense of

genuine responsibility, and having seen h~' 1vw c ose you can get to the

preciptce on occasion I just have a feeling h 't at it s important that peo-

ple realize that and that they keep on convincing themselves that the

• ,,__ 1If'i1

standards have got to be held high.
rYI/ R..r~Q/<

In your book, THE ELECTRIC KIE, you had a number of interestingHeighton:
!things to satohout the mix of politics and broadcasting. Since you wrote

ih~tbook have you changed any of your attitudes on this subject?

Mickelson: Well, I think I have. I think I hnow ave quite mixed feelings

about the relationship of politics and television. I think the book re-

flected the beginning ot a change in attitude from that early period when

we were absolutely euphoric about what television was going to do to theI

~

I
I

whole political process. You know, we went into that campaign of 1952 con-

vinced that we had the most magnificent new device that had ever been cre-

ated~ ,a device that would bring politics literally into the living room, a

device that would make candidates become real human beings -- much more

than just cold characters in print or on the radio -- to all of theelec-

tora~te that would bring out voters in masses which we had never heard of

before, and that the result of all of this would be a functioning 00 and

pure democracy. We even talked about television bringi~ us as close as

we could get in the modern era to the Greek city state. We projected the

idea that democracy can extend out as far as a man"s voice would carry.

we said, "Now that we have a combination of pictures and sound and man's

voice and his appearance literally carried to the four corners of the coun-

try and therefore we can extend democracy to the four corners of the country. '-'
1", a,

I
j

.'
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Reel 5, Side 1 (9) (Transcribed 9/13/79 - 5:45-7:45 p.m.)...

something like 97 percent saturation, more than a hundred million persons

listeq to the political campaigns. There are really large audiences for

Mickelson: Now I'm not so sure. Th b"le pro em of course is that the percent-
age of voters going to the polls t 11 ~ac ua y rose dramaticall~c ;tn 1952, the

first year of televisio~~ held fairly leve~1~ 1956, which was really

a dull election year where there wasn't the slightest doubt in anybody's

mind that Eisenhower would defeat Stevenson. It rose to a new high level in

1960 in the famous Kennedy-Nixon campaign and then it started to plummet ~

immediately after 1960" and it's been going downhill ever since. And you be-

gin to wonder why. Now television has gotten Co the point where we have

presidential messages. There were presidential debates in 1976 that drew

large audiences to hear candidates Ford and Carter in action, and the logi-
~t (ca~come of the thing would be a greater sense ~rparticipation in poli-

tics. But that hasn't happened and there must be some reason why it hasn't

happened. And I suppose if you go back over the history of television and

try to do an analysis of what televij}on really is you may be able to find
MUCH 01' IOA!!!V

that .fQ"k a]l _~M;;-rshal1 McLuhan writesit. I have a feeling perhaps
tJ b :kt is a little difficult to stomach. At the same time when he talks

about the cool medium and when other persons refer to television as a medi-

urn that doesn't demand any active" participation on ~he part of the viewer,

then perhaps television has a tendency to make us supine, to put the average

Viewer-listener in a position where he doesn't really react, he doesn't

really respond, so that instead of developing enthusiasm for participation

in the electronic process, instead of demanding to know more about the pro-

I

I



cess and about the candidates and about the issues, instead of insisting on

going to the polls, he becomes bored by the h 1woe process. I have no evi-
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dence to prove that hyp th i b Io es s ut have a feeling that something of that

sort may be happening. I also wonder whether television hasn't had a ten-

dency to oversimplify issues, to oversimplify an approach to the point

where the public thinks that everything can be solved by television. It all

seems so simple on television and then we find out that inflation keeps on

developing and prices grow higher at the grocery stores and gasoline becomes

more difficult to get for the cars, life becomes more complex and more diff-

icult and what they've learned on television ha~n't helped them any and

there's a sense of frustration. It seems to me that something of that sort

may be happening, and this isn't necessarily due exclusively to television's

coverage of the political campaigns but is also due to the day-to-day im-

pression which results from watching television onca regular basis. The

viewer, it is quite conceivable, goes to television more and more in the newS

wise, without any attachment to it, and he's become inured to what happens on

the television screen and his nerve endings have been deadened and he nO

broadcasts for a quick glance of what is happening, catches the superficial

overview of the news without any real involvement in it, vicarious or other-

longer responds. as he used to previOusly. Now it will take sometime before

we find out more about a hypothesis of this sort
but so far it is certainly

AI>Tv,(,t.Va~ ~~ an aid to
true that everything we've said about television

h efficient functioning of democracy,
political campaigning and to t e more

1 ted Now as to the in-
has been badly exag3~rated -- very serious Y exagg

era
•

fluence on the C81BPaign I think 80mething of the same 80rt is true. I remem-

ber all the brave 8tat~nt8 we made in 1952, '53, '54 --'we said campaigns

.'
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were going to be shorter, there was no need of a long campaign. Long Cam-
paigns have actually gotten longer. We announced, for example, that it
wasn'~ going to be necessary any longer to get out and shake hands. Well
that's not true, but the campaign 11actua y has taken a different form.

Rather than the big public speech in the auditorium which is heard on radio

by thousands or hundreds of thousands of persons, campaigners have taken to
the jet airplane and now they do two and th d f .u., JdJ. u.c.ree an our 1ll~,1P y, media 'i"7

appearances a day which means they can fly by jet from city to city and go

to shopping centers and to big supermarkets ana the like and do their cam-

paigning there. And of course out of that they also get media play on the

television news broadcasts. Now you can't -- you can give television part

of the credit for doing that b~t the,jet airplane has been tremendously iIll-

pcrtant and if it,hadn't been for the jet airplane we might still be --,even

with television -- campaigning the same old way. As to expens~ in campaigns,

the most recent Federal Election Campaign Act has, by cutting down on total

expenditures, substantially raised the percentage of the candidate's ex-

penses which go toward television. But at the same time another factor has

come along, the use of the computer and direct mail, and now I suppose in the

minds of most campaign executives the computer and direct mail are considered

actually almost as important as the early evening broadcast, so that the pre-

di~tlons again have not come true'in their entirety because there have been

other factors __ the jet airplane, the computer and the like have had a ten-

dency to reduce to a considerable extent the emphasis that we thought was go-

ing to be placed on television. So I really seriously have mixed feelings

and I wonder if we have generally benefited as we thought we would from the



participation of television in the whole 1 t 1e ec ors campaign and governmental
process.

Heighton: If television has contributed so greatly to the kind of political
apathy we've noticed i th In east ten or fifteen years, is there something
that the television industry could be doing or should be doing to jar us out

of this complacency?,
Mickelson: Well, I'm afraid there may be certain built-in disadvantages to

the use of television which means that you can't completely overcome it, but

I think there ~ certain things that can be done. I think the networks in

their regular news broadcasts in the last few years have been doing an ab-

solutely superb job of handling serious news and not getting too concerned

by chasing after the will-o'-the-wisp of the film for example. They're ap-

proaching news seriously, responsibly they~re making an effort to present

hard news interestingly and understandably to the public. I think that's a
step fO~Nard and I think it may do very well in overcoming some of the
apathy __ part of the apathy in the future. I'm afraid that many local sta-

tions, however, have taken the view that the ratings you get out of news are
much more important than the information which you communicate. The ratings,

of course, are immediately transferable into dollars and the dollars in
gross income are translatable into net profits, and as a consequence in too
many cases in my opinion local stations have permitted themselves the luxury

of creating their news broadcasts with largely an entertainment image rather
than an information communication image. I don't think there's anything

wrong with it but I think this fact contributes to the apathy in the sense

that news becomes entertainment. There's a tendency to shy away from any- , ,

k
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veloping all the time in boards of education, and planning and zoning com-

thing which is difficult or serious to explain or relates to serious prob-

lems which affect the individual and news becomes rather a sort of a mon-

tage of accidents and fires and crime and soft feature stories and, in

some cases, Chamber of Commerce puffs and extended weather broadcasts and

extended sports broadcasts, and it never gets around to grappling with the

hard facts. of life and the difficult to picture news stories which are de-

missions, in the bureaus which maintain crime statistics, in the urban re-

development processes, and that sort of thing. I'm not sure how much good

it would do to beef up these broadcasts and redirect them toward more seri-

ous news. It would be costly undoubtedly -- it would cost station operators

at least a substantial amount of investment in larger staffs. It might be

damaging to some extent in the competitive battle for ratings, but in the

long haufit seems to me it would· serve not only the community but also the

station operator as well in that it would create an aura around the station

__ an aura of public responsibility, an aura of public service which I'm

quite convinced the evidence will show from past examples can be converted

into net profits.
Heighton: A few minutes ago you mentioned the use of computers in political

campaigns. Would you comment on that and how it's used in conjunction with

television coverage?
Mickalson: Well, I've been particularly concerned in the past with the man-

ner in which it's used for projecting outcomes of elections, not concerned.

~~;~~extent that I'd want to withdraw the computer from the television
~~ any way. But there has been a lot of complaint. For example,
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there's been complaint from the West Coast to the effect that most of the

national election is already buttoned up before the polls 1c ose in California,

Washington, and Oregon, because of the three-hour time gap between East Coast

and West Coast. Actually I've been seriously interested in this whole business

about the projection of election returns for a long time. Before I moved

into New York, when I "a t'll t WCCO iw s s ~ a n Minneapolis, the CBS-owned station

I repeat again, I .did most of the election coverage on my own as the head

of the News Department there, and by some careful studying of statistics I

came up with conclusions which paralleled those.by the statisticians. I

found, for example, in the Minnesota area that a candidate who got about

that the Republicans were losing •. Well, I checked jt out in 1948 -- we made

some special efforts to cover precincts -- and found out that that's precisely

~hat happened. We knew well before anybody else did that Tom Dewey was in

serious trouble in the Middle West and that Hubert Humphrey had knocked off
. ' .~)

the popular Republican senator, Joe Ball~~), in "that state. Well, when

1 if the 1952 Conventions our Special
I got into New York, after the conc us on 0

Events chief, Paul Levitan, came one day and told me that if we

fifty-siX percent in Hennepin County which included Minneapolis, fifty-eight
(flpercent of RamSey~) county including St. Paul, and about fifty-eight

percent of St Louis County including Duluth, ~ was almost certain to be

the winner. If a Democrat got those percentages he was in -- there wasn't

much of any doubt about it but I also found out that there were some

counties, some precincts down on the southern border of the state in

relatively wealthy areas that normally voted between eighty-five percent
rWell, it occured to me that if~Republican and ninety percent Republican.

one of those precincts would come in with seventy-five percent Republican

instead of eighty-five or ninety percent there was a pretty good indication



wanted to we could use the Univac computer to project the returns in that

Univac at that time had only one or two units built, IBM was just

barely getting into the computer business, and having some idea from the

election.

Minneapolis experience of what we Could do I jumped at it and said, "Let's

go." So we did use the computer to project the election returns of 1952 and

actually by 8:30 at night hit it on the nose -- Univac reported that the

odds were one hundred to one that Eisenhower was going to win the election

and hit within four or five electoral votes of the total that Eisenhower

would receive. Now we never had this on the air for a curious reason. The

statistician Remington Rand had employed was a Stevenson man and he was con-

vinced that Stevenson was going to win and when he saw the odds a hundred to

one he said to himself that there must be some error in this whole process

which was haphazard at best. So he juggled his correction factors around a

little bit and added in some new data for New York State and somebody in

the process of adding the New York State data added an extra zero on the end

of the Stevenson vote in New York State, so at about a quarter to nine we

got a report that Eisenhower was going to win by eight to seven. Well, by

that time we knew that Eisenhower had it in the bag anyway. But this was a

beginning, now this was only a beginning -- we caught a lot of flak after

that from a number of sources, including Scotty Reston of Ih!~ York Times

who wrote a number of columns in which he interviewed "Uniquack, the All-

Knowing Device" which could predict what anybody was going to do. But we

were convinced that we had something important although it had been haphazard

and we put it all together in about siX or eight weeks time. But we went
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ahead and, of cOUrse,~t~e.main use of the computer in this purpose is not
FAI:.!J(CT

necessarily just to ~f~r the election that I S going to come up but it',s

rather to try to find out ho" people re d i iw spon to var ous ssues. So by the

time 1960 came around we had refined the whole process in considerable de-

tail and moved from Un<vac to IBM. And i th i i f~ n e pr mar es, or example, we

were able to find out how ethnic groups were reacting to the candidates in

the primaries, finding out how social conditions were causing voters to re-

spond. In the Wisconsin primary, for example, we discovered that in the

race between Kennedy and Humphrey that Kennedy was very strong with the

wealthier German Catholic farmers and very strong with the urban Polish city

workers, that Humphrey's strength was largely with the pOorer farmers and

the poorer .nQt:thwes.teoi'.:.portiQ.llof 'the"state who \\I,eremostly Protestant.

And we were able to project that later into West Virginia and to other

states for the two candidates, and we were able to come to a pretty good

reading of what the public mood was during this period. Now I don't think

any damage was done by that at all and I think actually the country has prof-

ited generally from the fact that televisionpe~sonnel have become very adept

at the use of the computer for purposes of analyzing in an election campaign

and on election night of voter preferences and being able to project.

There've been some studies made about projections ~- nothing I guess is de-

finitive at this point __ but the data that's been unearthed sO far has in-

dicated that Californians are simply ~ affected by early returns or early

projections from the East. They still go ahead and vote their own impress-

ions and their own attitudes so it seems quite likely that no damage has been
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done. I cite this because it was really television that brought this new

wrinkle into the process of covering politics, particularly in the covering

of election night. Newspapers have had their Gallup polls and their Harris

polls and their Roper polls run in advance, but it was television that

changed the whole process of covering election night by gathering returns

faster and by running projections during the evening as the evening went

along. And it has compelled a lot of attention, attracted a lot of atten-

tion to itself as a result, and in that respe~t I think has performed a

genuine service for the public.

Heighton: This tape has been an interview with Mr. Sig Mickelson who is

now the Distinguished Visiting Lecturer in the Telecommunications and Film

Department. The interviewer has been Elizabeth Heighton, Professor, Tele-

communications and Film, San Diego State University. Today's date is March

13, 1979.

End of ReelS, Side 1
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